
Form, Fill & Seal 
(FFS) Films

  Flat pillow tube and tube with gussets 

  Minimum Width 1.5:1 - 16” 

  Maximum (due to nips) 3:1 - 28” 

  Gauge: 2 mil min – 8 mil max 

  Finished roll max OD 59” 

  Embossing: 3 mil to 8 mil 

 	 17.75	min	-	30.5”	+	gussets	max	finished	width	

  Post Gusset system: 1” – 5” gusset depth 

  39” OD 

  Printing: up to four colors one side, two colors on each  

  side or one on side one three on side 

  High protection of the packed product 

  Load stability 

  Simple use, on all FFS automatic bagging   

  machines 

  Optimal sealing properties 

 	 Efficient	high	speed	filling	

  Extreme versatility 

  Excellent mechanical properties 

 	 Outstanding	filling	characteristics	

  Optimal packing rate 

  High puncture resistance

PACKAGING APPLICATIONS

Gigantic	Bag	manufactures	high	quality	polyethylene	film	on	a	reel,	layflat	tubing,	gusseted	layflat	tubing	
and more. 

Our	form,	fill	and	seal	(FFS)	film	is	uniquely	designed	to	meet	the	needs	of	most	machine	specification	and	
appropriate for the following applications and more!
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PET FOOD RESIN & 
CHEMICALS 



At Gigantic Bag, we specialize in Plastics with 
Purpose—quality	polyethylene	films	and	bags	
designed specifically for jobs that plastics 
do best, like agriculture, industrial, medical, 
construction, and more. 

Quality	plastic	films	&	bags	that	
guarantee excellence in design, 
structure and performance 

Pick the packaging option best 
suited for your products, industry 
and applications 

 -  Easy to do business with 
 -  Over 280,000 square feet of manufacturing and warehousing space 
 -  Multi-rail car accessible with seven silos 
 -  National and international logistics contracts and preferred status product availability and know-how 
 -  BioBoostTM: a full range of eco-friendly solutions including poly recovery, recycling plastic and compostable resins 
 -  Consultative product design, sample development and industrial engineering support 
 -  Volume	resin	purchasing	and	flexibility	with	availability	quality	and	customer	service	
 -  FDA compliant (Code 21, paragraph C, section 175-178) 
 -  Approved preferred vendor to many industrial leaders 
 -  Quality	assurance:	lot	and	specification	control,	batch	lot	sample	retention	
 -  Superior resin blending for critical and industrial standard applications 
 -  Premium customer service, we stand behind our product 
 -  Receptive to contractual and volume pricing partnerships Expertise. 
 -  Over	85+	years	of	poly	blown	film,	extrusion	and	converting	experience	
 -  Made in the USA for lower costs, less carbon, and a stronger American economy

We adopt state-of-the-art 
technology, materials and the 
latest methods in our production 
processes

About Us

PACKAGING THAT 
MAKES A DIFFERENCE

UNLIMITED OPTIONS 

MANUFACTURED WITH 
QUALITY & PRIDE IN 
THE USA

GIGANTICBAG.COM 
SALES@GIGANTICBAG.COM 
601.600.2414

DIFFERENTIATORS


